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February 7rd, 2023 
 

MURDOCH + CO – 1400 MOUNT FEE DESIGN BRIEF 
 
 The proposed building at 1400 Mount Feed Road is a three story, light wood framed, purpose built rental 
apartment building. The developer, Whistler 2020 Development Corporation (WDC) is providing an essential 
amenity for the community, with the construction of social housing projects. 1400 Mount Fee Road is the 
continuation of the successful multi-family projects at 1340 Mount Fee Road, 1360 Mount Fee Road and 1330 
Cloudburst Drive, that we have developed over the last five years. 
 
 1400 Mount Fee is situated on the site in response to the location of the recently established Mount Fee 
Road, the boundary of the Stream Protection and Enhancement Area (SPEA) to the north-east, the grade change 
from north to south and the siting of the adjacent apartment at 1450 Mount Fee Road. The main entrance is 
situated at the South end of the building and shares street access with the proposed building at 1450 Mount Fee 
Road. Four visitor surface parking stalls including a universally accessible stall are located close to the primary 
building entrance. Planting on the site is a response to the requirements of Whistler Green Building Policy, Bear 
Smart, and the Wildfire Hazard Assessment Report. Access to the underground parkade structure is shared with 
1360 Mount Fee Road to limit instances where driveways cross the valley trail. A bike wash station will be 
provided at the parkade entrance and significant secured bike storage will be provided within. This is in addition to 
bike storage space located in each unit. 
 
 The form of the building has been optimized to minimize the vertical surface area to floor area ratio 
(VFAR). There are minimal steps in the form of the building, including the top floor. This is the most economically 
and environmentally responsible approach to achieving the building envelope requirements of the BC Energy Step 
Code. In this specific climate, overheating is main challenge high performance buildings face. Therefore, orienting 
the long facade of the building along the north-south access minimizes solar heat gain and eliminates the 
requirement for mechanical cooling within the building. Large overhangs and thermally broken exterior supported 
balconies further reduce solar heat gain during the warm summer months. 
 
 The facade of the building is wrapped in warm blanket of continuous exterior insulation, keeping the 
majority of the structure warm while minimizing thermal bridging. The articulation of the decks and changes in 
cladding material break up the flat facade. Random vertical standing seam cladding creates a durable yet unique 
cladding texture that is an abstraction of trees in the forest. The dark cement fibre cladding creates the illusion of 
depth inside all of the decks. The roof fascia and cladding on the upper floor is white to visually reduce the mass of 
the building. White and black triple pane windows are colour matched with the adjacent cladding to create 
contemporary overall look. Unique guard rail details echo the textural cladding details. The frosted glass behind 
randomly spaced and profiled picket conceals the contents of the tenants’ decks. All of the cladding strategies 
identified are part of a holistic strategy to meet the BC Step Code performance targets, Whistler Green Building 
Guidelines, and WDC’s financial and durability requirements, while creating sense of depth over a flat surface. 
 
 Together WDC and Murdoch & Company are designing and providing an environmentally high-performing, 
fiscally responsible, durable, and aesthetically appealing building at 1400 Mount Fee Road. Housing that meets 
the unique lifestyle demands of residents in the Sea to Sky Corridor. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Nick MacLeod 
IA AIBC 
 
Murdoch and Company Architecture and Planning Ltd. 

 
 
 


